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Policy
Analysis and
Management
Putting theory into practice in the public
and private sectors
Policy Analysis and Management students and faculty study the
effects of government policies on individuals and families, public health,
education, crime, product markets, financial markets, and a variety
of other social impacts. The major’s unique strength stems from the
research tools learned and used – robust theory, rigorous empirical
quantitative skills, analytical thinking and planning, practical applications
to real world policy issues – all of which are highly sought after by the
best in government and industry.
Program Highlights
• Demography
• Economics and public policy
• Health care policy
• Policy analysis
• Regulation and public policy
• Social welfare policy

P

ublic policy is ubiquitous, covering
almost all aspects of social and market
interaction, from the environment to
immigration, banks to farming, and social
security to crime. Developing and implementing appropriate legislation is crucially
important to individuals, communities, and
society at large. Studying, understanding, and
learning from the impacts and externalities of
government policy are at the heart of Policy
Analysis and Management.
Policy Analysis and Management majors
employ theories and methods from economics, sociology, demography, and psychology
to understand the theoretical effect of government policy. Using data analysis techniques,
students learn how to measure the magnitude
of policy effects. Through published findings,
Policy Analysis and Management faculty help
inform the public debate.

Students are well qualified and prepared for
leadership in business, economics, government, health, law, and public policy in the
public, nonprofit, and private sectors due to
skills and depth in demography, economics,
policy analysis, public finance, and statistics.
Many graduates further their education at
premier law schools or graduate programs.

Curriculum
The curriculum builds on a liberal arts foundation with courses in the social and natural
sciences, humanities, writing, statistics, and
calculus. Students progress to courses that
develop a theoretical and empirical foundation in the social sciences by pursuing intermediate courses in economics, public finance,
demography, policy analysis, and multivariate
statistics. These courses form a set of tools
that can be used to analyze a range of private

Requirements in the Major
Foundation Courses
• Introduction to Sociology
• Introduction to Microeconomics
• Introduction to Psychology
• Introduction to American Government and
Politics
Ethics (choose from courses such as)
• Ethics and Healthcare
• Ethics at Work
• Information, Ethics, Law, and Policy
• Law, Science, and Public Value
Methods Courses
• Introduction to Statistics
• Multiple Regression Analysis
Core Courses
• Intermediate Microeconomics
• Population and Public Policy
• Economics of the Public Sector
• Introduction to Policy Analysis

and public policy questions.

ics, demography, and public policy.

With this groundwork, Policy Analysis
and Management juniors and seniors
select from a broad list of upper level
electives, from within the major and
across the university, that put the
previously learned tools to work in
two ways: to investigate particular
public policy questions; and to apply
the methods of social science research
to specific policy problems. Elective
courses offered in Policy Analysis and
Management span application areas in
health policy, family and social welfare
policy, and regulatory policy. A sampling of electives includes U.S. Health
Care Systems; Regulating Financial
Institutions; Economics of Criminal
Justice Policy; Economics of Social
Security; Economics of Consumer
Law and Protection; Education Policy;
Race and Public Policy; and Evolving
Families: Challenges to Public Policy.

Cornell’s Sloan Program in Health
Administration prepares future leaders
in healthcare administration to manage
healthcare institutions and to analyze
how government policies and programs
affect the healthcare sector of the
economy and the institutions they manage. Undergraduates majoring in Policy
Analysis and Management are eligible
to apply to the Sloan Program in their
junior year for a five-year B.S./M.H.A.
degree.

• Intermediate Policy Analysis
Upper-Level Courses
• 18 credits of 3000- or 4000-level Policy
Analysis and Management courses

Selected Graduates
Analyst, Distribution J.Crew Group, Inc.
Assignment Editor, NBC News
Associate, Loeb & Loeb L.L.P.
Attorney, Christensen, Glaser, Fink, Jacobs,

Weil

Barbara Jordan Health Policy Scholar, Kaiser

Family Foundation

Environmental Protection Specialist, US

EPA/LEED

Investment Associate, Spring Mountain

Capital, L.L.C.

Market Analyst, Bose Corporation
Marketing Manager, Neiman Marcus
Regulatory Coordinator, Rwanda–Zambia HIV

Emory University

Research Analyst, The Lewin Group
Research Assistant, President's Council of

Economic Advisers

Physician, University of Massachusetts
Senior Risk Analyst, M&T Bank
Senior Specialist, Workforce Initiative

American College of Cardiology
Teacher, Teach for America

Writer, Russell Sage Foundation

Special Opportunities
The curriculum is further enhanced
with optional integrative capstone
experiences that provide students an
opportunity to gain practical, handson learning through internships, study
abroad, or research.
Internships through the Urban
Semester, the Capital Semester, or
the Cornell in Washington programs,
as well as summer employment, are
available. In recent years, students
have interned in government, business, and social services, including
positions on Capitol Hill, the White
House, the New York State legislature,
J. P. Morgan, New York Hospital,
the Children’s Defense Fund, General
Electric, and NBC-Dateline.
Undergraduate research opportunities abound for students interested in
working closely with faculty members
on specific topics. Current faculty have
expertise in health care, family and
social welfare, financial markets, transportation, Social Security, FDA regulation of pharmaceutical advertising, education, crime, law, and the economics
of obesity, among others. Students can
also enroll in the undergraduate honors
program to conduct their own research.
The department offers a five-year B.S./
M.S. program, available by application.
This program provides an excellent
foundation for more advanced positions
in the public and private sectors, as
well as for Ph.D. programs in econom-

Post Graduate Studies and
Careers
The increased interaction of federal,
state, and local governments with
social service organizations and private
corporations requires specialized analytical skills and in-depth institutional
knowledge of the applicable markets.
Students are well positioned to enter
policy-making divisions in government
agencies and corporations or to pursue
graduate study.
One third of all recently graduated
Policy Analysis and Management majors
enroll in post-graduate studies including programs in law; M.B.A.; M.D.;
Master’s and Ph.D. programs in public
policy and economics; and Master’s
programs in education. Of those who
continued their education, 70 percent
were accepted into law school directly
after graduation. A number of recent
graduates pursued a Master’s in Health
Administration (M.H.A.) through the
Sloan program.
Rewarding employment opportunities
exist for policy analysts and administrators in management consulting, investment banking, healthcare organizations,
and other private and public-sector analyst positions.
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